Best reproducibility of the ankle-arm index was calculated using Doppler and dividing highest ankle pressure by highest arm pressure.
To investigate which method of ankle-arm index (AAI) measurement in terms of selected arteries and blood pressure devices yields the highest reproducibility. In this cross-sectional study, duplicate AAI measurements were obtained at the right and left side in 320 postmenopausal women. Analyses were done as proposed by Bland and Altman and intraclass correlation coefficients were calculated. The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the first and second systolic blood pressure (SBP) measurement separately did not differ from the mean and SD of the duplicate SBP measurements averaged. Coefficients of repeatability and intraclass correlation coefficients were comparable when the ankle SBP was measured in the posterior tibial artery or dorsalis pedis artery. Coefficients of repeatability as well as the intraclass correlation were better when the SBP in the brachial artery was measured with Doppler than with Dinamap. To achieve the best reproducibility and smallest systematic difference in the AAI, single SBP measurements should be obtained by Doppler in the brachial artery, posterior tibial artery and dorsalis pedis artery. The AAI should be calculated for each foot separately by dividing the highest ankle SBP by the highest arm SBP.